A femtosecond pump-probe setup is described that is optimised for broadband transient reflectivity experiments on solid samples over a wide temperature range. By combining high temporal resolution and a broad detection window, this apparatus can investigate the interplay between coherent collective modes and high-energy electronic excitations, which is a distinctive characteristic of correlated electron systems. Using a single-shot readout array detector at frame rates of 10 kHz allows resolving coherent oscillations with amplitudes <10 À4 . We demonstrate its operation on the charge-transfer insulator La 2 CuO 4 , revealing coherent phonons with frequencies up to 13 THz and providing access into their Raman matrix elements.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most intriguing fields of research in contemporary condensed matter physics is the investigation of many-body effects in strongly correlated quantum systems. This class of materials provides an excellent playground for studying exotic phenomena involving charge, lattice, spin, and orbital degrees of freedom and leading to extraordinarily varied chemical and physical properties. 1-3 Understanding electronic correlations in prototypical systems like cuprates and manganites can open the doors to the potential design and engineering of novel materials with tailored functionalities. As a consequence, the main goal of current research is to identify the underlying mechanisms shared by these solids, so that these emerging phenomena can be accounted for by new theoretical models. Up to now, two distinctive features characterizing this class of solids have been identified by a number of spectroscopies: (i) the presence of strong interactions (strong electron-boson coupling), which gives rise to phenomena like polaronic transport, incipient charge-and spin-density wave instabilities and renormalizations of the electronic structure; 4 (ii) a non-trivial interplay between low-and high-energy scales, whose origin lies in the strong electronic correlations spreading the material's spectral-weight over a wide energy range. 2 Addressing such phenomenology is a challenge for experimental methods. Potentially, one needs an experimental technique that can disentangle the contributions of the different degrees of freedom and simultaneously monitor the low-(meV) and high-energy (eV) scales with high (tens of fs) temporal resolution.
In the last decades, ultrafast optical spectroscopies were established as an effective tool for revealing the temporal hierarchy of phenomena occurring in many-body systems upon a) E. Baldini photoexcitation. These techniques have been greatly improved since their early implementation on bulk semiconductors and nanostructures, 5, 6 reaching a time resolution of tens of femtoseconds and capturing the ultrafast dynamics in previously unexplored spectral ranges. [7] [8] [9] [10] Moreover, a unique strength of these methods is the possibility to access the dynamics and the intrinsic properties of specific low-energy Raman-active bosonic collective modes, which are coherently excited via the Impulsive Stimulated Raman Scattering (ISRS) process 11 or by a long-lived perturbation of the electronic ground state. 12 The combination of the ISRS framework and the use of a broad window of detection in the optical range allows one to address a pivotal aspect of the paradigm behind strongly correlated quantum systems, i.e., the coupling between Raman-active low-energy (tens of meV) bosonic modes and high-energy ($eV) charge excitations on the Mott scale. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] When corroborated by theoretical calculations, this approach provides a very selective and quantitative estimate of the electron-boson coupling. [14] [15] [16] 20 In addition, when some external parameter (e.g., temperature, pressure, magnetic field) is varied, the change of the electron-boson coupling can be followed through the phase diagram. 16 To assess this phenomenology, one needs to develop an instrument which is capable of: (i) achieving a high time-resolution, to detect possibly excited low-energy coherent bosonic modes of the material under study; (ii) offering a broad detection window covering the region of the high-energy interband transitions of the solid, where the bosonic modes are likely to resonate; (iii) providing a high versatility in the determination of the nonequilibrium optical properties under varying experimental conditions; (iv) achieving a high signal-to-noise ratio to clearly identify the spectro-temporal features characterizing the ultrafast optical response. Although a similar experimental approach has been largely used in the past in the fields of molecular spectroscopy and semiconductor physics, [21] [22] [23] [24] the extension of this framework to the study of complex solids requires the development of a suitable cryogenic environment for the sample and, in most situations, the implementation of a reflection geometry.
Taking inspiration from pioneering room-temperature works on bulk noble metals, [25] [26] [27] [28] first important steps towards this goal have been made in the last years. A 250 kHz repetition-rate setup has been used for measuring the broadband transient reflectivity (DR/R) of cuprates 16, [29] [30] [31] [32] and other transition metal oxides, 33, 34 offering a high tunability in terms of pump photon energies and explored temperature range. However, due to limitations in the timeresolution, coherent bosonic modes were only observed up to a frequency of $4.5 THz. 16 More recently, a broadband (0.75-2.40 eV) and high time resolution (9-13 fs) instrument has been implemented with the same purpose. 35 Nevertheless, up to now, only operation down to 100 K has been demonstrated, due to the challenge of maintaining the same pulse compression inside a cryostat. This hinders the possibility to probe the strongly correlated quantum phases emerging at a lower temperature scale.
In this work, we present a versatile experimental setup for femtosecond broadband optical spectroscopy in the visible spectral range, which allows us to specifically address this problem. The apparatus is based on a cryo-cooled amplified Ti:Sapphire laser and offers an overall time resolution of $45 fs. The pump beam can be tuned to different photon energies to explore several excitation conditions, while the probe is a broadband continuum covering the spectral region from 1.75 to 2.85 eV. The setup has been designed to allow systematic transient reflectivity (DR/R) and transmissivity (DT/T) studies for different temperatures (8-340 K) and applied magnetic fields (0-1 T). Section II of this article describes the laser system and the optical design of the setup. Section III illustrates the design of the cryostat in which the experiments are performed. Section IV highlights the operation of our instrument on single crystals of La 2 CuO 4 as a benchmark solid system. We observe the rise of an ultrafast (resolution-limited) DR/R response and the emergence of coherent oscillations in the time domain, which are ascribed to coherent optical phonons with a frequency as high as $12.9 THz. Our approach allows extracting the Raman matrix elements of the coherently excited modes in a broad spectral range. This overcomes the limitations imposed by spontaneous Raman scattering, in which the same matrix elements can be obtained only by performing very demanding continuous wave experiments at many different laser frequencies. The basic scheme of this setup opens up intriguing possibilities for the future implementation of low-temperature time-resolved broadband magneto-optical measurements and time-resolved spectroscopic ellipsometry. 36, 37 II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Laser system and electronics
Our femtosecond broadband optical spectroscopy setup is laid out in a standard pumpprobe configuration. An overview of the setup and its laser system is given in Fig. 1 . A Ti:Sapphire oscillator (KM Labs, Griffin), pumped by a continuous-wave Nd:YVO 4 laser (Coherent, Verdi-V5), emits $45 fs pulses at 1.55 eV (800 nm) with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The output of the oscillator seeds a cryo-cooled Ti:Sapphire amplifier (KM Labs, Wyvern-1000), which is pumped by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Lee Laser, LDP-200MQG). This laser system provides $45 fs pulses at 1.55 eV (800 nm) with a repetition rate of 3-10 kHz at a pulse energy of up to 3 mJ. 38 In a basic configuration, a few lJ of the laser output are used for the pump beam when exciting a sample at 1.55 eV. Optionally, the pump output can be frequency-doubled to 3.10 eV (400 nm) using a b-barium borate (BBO) crystal, or can be tuned in the infrared between $60 meV (20 lm) and 1 eV (1.2 lm) using a commercial optical parametric amplifier (Light Conversion, TOPAS-C with NDFG stage). The white light pulse serving as the probe beam is generated by focusing pulses with an energy of about 1 lJ into a calcium fluoride (CaF 2 ) crystal of 3 mm thickness using a combination of a lens with short focal distance and an iris to limit the numerical aperture of the incoming beam. The generated continuum ranges from 1.72 to 2.92 eV and is peaked around 2.20 eV. The CaF 2 crystal is mechanically oscillated to slow down the crystal degradation by spatial hole-burning caused by the high laser intensity. The residual component of the generating beam at 1.55 eV is eliminated using a high-pass colored glass filter, and the divergent white light beam is collimated and focused onto the sample in a dispersion-free manner using a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors, impinging onto the sample surface at an angle of 15 -20 .
The spot sizes of the pump and probe beams at the sample surface are measured by a CCDbased beam profiler. Typical full width at half maximum (FWHM) dimensions of the near-Gaussian profiles are 150 Â 150 lm 2 for the pump beam and 50 Â 50 lm 2 for the probe beam. The polarizations of the pump and probe beams can be adjusted using half-wave retardation plates.
The time delay between pump and probe is controlled via the use of a retroreflector mounted on a mechanical delay stage (Newport, M-UTM25PE-1), which is installed in the probe path prior to reaching the CaF 2 crystal for white light generation.
The specular reflection of the probe beam is collimated into an optical fiber using an achromatic lens. The fiber couples the beam into a f/4-spectrometer, which uses a linear complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) array as a detector (Hamamatsu, S10453-1024Q). The electronic shutter of the CMOS detector is synchronized to the incoming laser pulses through a series of electronic circuits, sketched in Fig. 2 . The core piece is a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) that produces a master clock pulse train at 11 MHz, fast enough to read out all 1024 detector pixels from pulse-to-pulse at the maximum laser repetition rate of 10 kHz. The signal derived from the amplifier pump laser trigger is synchronized to the master clock and ultimately paces the readout operations of the CMOS array. The same trigger signal is halved in frequency and sent to the chopper controller, which synchronizes the rotation of the mechanical chopper blade to the incoming laser pulses. The chopper runs at a quarter of the laser repetition rate, blocking and letting pass pulses in pairs of pump pulses. This is done to eliminate a particular intensity fluctuation that often occurs with continuously pumped Q-switched pump lasers that are operated at repetition rates around the inverse lifetime of the gain medium (in Nd:YAG, T f ¼ 230 ls). In this regime, the "memory" of the gain medium extends over multiple pulses. Due to feedback between pulses (a relatively weak pulse leaves more residual gain for the next pulse, which will be stronger and leave less residual gain for its successor) repetitive intensity fluctuations are observed at half the repetition rate, often referred to as a "Ding-Dong" effect. Even when this modulation is very minor ((1%), it can give rise to a strong artefact in the measured transient signal. By chopping pulse pairs (i.e., chopping at 1/4 of the repetition rate), this artefact is fully suppressed. A gate signal is then created using the reference output of the chopper controller, and combined with the trigger signal. This gated trigger is finally used to start the data acquisition process of the CMOS array. Along the way, several extra delays are added to compensate for cable lengths, beam propagation, and positioning of the various elements along the beam path. Using this process, it is ensured that: (i) the electronic shutter of the CMOS array is opened in a time window around the arrival of the laser pulses, (ii) the shutter is closed between the arrival of pulses to reduce background noise, and (iii) all detector pixels are read out in the period between pulses. The synchronization of the detector is further explained elsewhere. 39 To compensate for the pump beam fluctuations, a photodiode is also connected to a channel of the ADC to monitor and eliminate the fluctuations of the pump beam intensity.
III. SAMPLE ENVIRONMENT
The cryostat assembly used for optical experiments, shown in Fig. 3 , is based on a closedcycle liquid helium cold head (Advanced Research Systems Inc., DE-204) with a vibrationreducing gas interface. The cryostat expander is mounted to the laboratory ceiling, while the cold head and cryostat shroud are supported from the optical table, completely isolating the latter from the strong vibrations of the expander. The cold head allows for experiment temperatures 
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between 8 K and 340 K. Samples are mounted using fast-drying silver paint on a small copper plate attached to a copper wire of 2 mm thickness descended from the cold head. The sample shroud is a custom design made of aluminium, allowing for the application of an external magnetic field, and is fitted to a standard ConFlat flange using a soft, annealed copper gasket. Optical access is provided via a 1-in. window port at the front. The window material is chosen according to the pump and probe energies of the experiment. For experiments in the visible/near-infrared range, CaF 2 is used. A turbo pump, backed up by an oil pump, is attached to the back of the shroud, the proximity to the sample significantly improving the vacuum. The vacuum pressure is measured by a sensor attached to the cold head shroud. Achievable minimum pressures range from 10 À8 mbar at room temperature to 10 À9 mbar at 10 K. The vacuum is improved after closing the cryostat by heating up to the maximum temperature over $10 h.
The sample shroud depicted in Fig. 3 is optimized for transient reflectivity and ultrafast magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements. The small cubic sample space of about 1 cm edge length allows bringing the poles of an electromagnet (GMW Associates, 3470) close enough to the sample to achieve in-plane fields ranging from 0 to 1 T. For transmission and ellipsometric measurements, different aluminium shrouds were designed. In particular, for transient spectroscopic ellipsometry, the shroud features probe entrance and exit windows under 70 with respect to the pump entrance window (which allows the pump to illuminate the sample under normal incidence).
IV. MEASUREMENTS

A. Signal acquisition and processing
In Section III, we described the possibility of performing measurements both in reflection (DR/R) and transmission (DT/T) geometry, depending on the specific sample (bulk crystal, thinfilm) that is measured. In this section, we focus on the acquisition and preliminary processing of the data. For simplicity, we restrict our discussion to transient reflectivity measurements on bulk crystals. 
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The differential reflectivity change DR/R is extracted from the data by calculating the quantity DR(x, t),
where R pumped and R unpumped are the two arrays containing the sums over the spectra received from the ADC. Every individual curve is corrected for the offset spectrum R dark ðxÞ, which is acquired before every scan by measuring the light entering the fiber when the probe beam is blocked and the pump beam is open, eliminating the scattered pump light as well as any ambient light from the acquired spectra. It is important to note that the sign of the right-hand side of Eq.
(1) depends on the electronic phase offset of the chopper as well as its position along the beam path, which have to be adjusted properly to obtain the physical sign of the reflectivity change. Finally, the dataset DR/R(x,t) containing the reflectivity change at every time delay for every probe energy is retrieved in the form of a rectangular matrix. In a typical experiment, the acquisition of each matrix is repeated multiple times to improve the statistics of the measurement. . The symbols I, II, III, IV, and V identify the peaks corresponding to the A g phonon modes of the crystal. 40 Hence, the experiment strongly relies on the repeatability of scans, implying the stability of the sample under laser light illumination for hours. Acquiring a dataset for one set of experimental parameters (fluence, polarization, sample temperature) typically requires from few hours to a whole day, depending on the signal level and the desired signal-to-noise ratio. Before the data are analyzed, the DR/R matrix has to be corrected for the Group Velocity Dispersion (GVD) of the probe beam. Since the probe beam is not dispersion-compensated after generation of the white light continuum, the probe pulses arrive at the sample stretched to a duration of few ps. This is beneficial for the experiment, because it significantly reduces the momentary probe light intensity in the sample. It is noteworthy that the probe beam dispersion is not a limiting factor for the time-resolution of the setup, which is given on the detection side by the much smaller effective pulse duration per detector pixel. The correction of the GVD is done numerically by defining values for time-zero (i.e., pump-probe overlap) for a number of probe photon energies across the spectrum by looking at the time traces DR/R(t). Typically, the onset of the signal can be used as a point of overlap, as this onset can be clearly determined for all probe photon energies. Alternative choices can lead to ambiguities in the determination of the zero-time delay, especially in the presence of rapidly-varying complex signals (see as an example the trace in Fig. 4(b) ). The final result depends on the exact method used to define time-zero given at a certain slope, but consistent results can easily be achieved due to the fact that the GVD can be represented as a Taylor series with sizable contributions only up to third order. While the time traces can be understood in terms of the sample response to a d-like excitation convolved with the Gaussian shape of the pump pulse, it is in general not necessary to deconvolve the traces to obtain the true pumpprobe overlap in time. Indeed, deconvolving the temporal response with the Gaussian pump pulse does not lead to sizeable changes within the first 100 fs. It should be noted, however, that the GVD correction has an intrinsic uncertainty that cannot be pushed very far below half the pump pulse duration. The raw data are corrected for GVD by shifting each time trace by its assigned time-zero value, as well as subtracting any possible offsets caused by noise in the offset spectrum from Eq. (1). The matrix is then trimmed around the edges to eliminate the missing data points.
Integrating over a typical value of 1000 laser shots per acquisition, the setup has an intrinsic noise level of about 0.1% RMS. The main noise sources are given by the amplifier output noise, which is strongly increased by the nonlinear white light generation process, the electronic noise of the CMOS array, and the noise due to AD conversion. The signal-to-noise ratio is improved statistically by repeating each measurement many times, typically up to 100 scans per matrix. In addition, the output of several detector pixels is binned, averaging in energy. In this way, relative reflectivity changes down to the order of 10 À4 can be observed. Although the measurable signal variation is several orders of magnitude higher than the one detected in single-wavelength (i.e., oscillator based) pump-probe experiments, we remark that the advantage of our broadband probe is to provide a spectrally-resolved picture of the nonequilibrium optical response, revealing valuable information on the electronic structure of the material under study. This aspect is particularly crucial when one aims at unveiling spectral weight transfers occurring on ultrafast timescales in strongly correlated quantum systems. In addition, for most systems, the pump fluences required for producing a reflectivity change of 10 À4 in the optical range are still within the linear regime of the sample response. 41 Finally, the use of an amplified laser system is ideal for the study of photoinduced phase transitions in complex materials, where fluences on the order of $mJ/cm 2 are typically required. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 
B. Application on La 2 CuO 4
To demonstrate the capabilities of our setup and its intrinsic time-resolution, we perform broadband transient reflectivity on a single crystal of La 2 CuO 4 . This material is the undoped parent compound of the cuprate series La 2Àx (Sr,Ba) x CuO 4 , and it represents a prototypical example of a strongly correlated charge-transfer insulator. As a consequence, below the N eel temperature T N (which is 300 K in our sample), the magnetic moments of Cu atoms order antiferromagnetically on the CuO 2 planes.
In our measurement, we pump a (010)-oriented single crystal of La 2 CuO 4 with 45 fs pulses centered around 3.10 eV. The probe is the broadband continuum extending from 1.75 eV to 2.85 eV. The pump polarization is parallel to the [100] crystallographic direction, while the probe polarization is set along the [001] direction. Hence, the pump pulse excites particle-hole pairs across the charge-transfer gap of the in-plane response (i.e., on the CuO 2 planes), while the probe monitors the optical response of the material along the c-axis. Given our pump pulse duration, Raman-active modes with a frequency up to $22 THz can be coherently excited. 11, 12 The laser system repetition rate is 3 kHz, and the pump fluence absorbed by the sample is $4.4 mJ/cm 2 . The detailed analysis of the spectro-temporal evolution of the DR/R signal and its relevance for the physics of La 2 CuO 4 will be the subject of a separate paper. Here, we only report on the observation of an ultrafast resolution-limited rise in the DR/R response and on the evidence for high-energy coherent optical phonons present over the wide probe range. Fig. 4(a) displays the raw color-coded map of DR/R at 10 K as a function of the probe photon energy and time delay between pump and probe, as obtained after the measurement. The map is then corrected for the GVD and the background noise prior to analyzing the data. In Fig. 4(b) , the rise of the temporal trace at 2.60 eV (integrated over a spectral region of 0.20 eV) is shown. We observe an ultrafast rise of $50 fs (peak-to-peak) in the transient response, which is a clear fingerprint of the timeresolution of our experimental setup. In Fig. 4(c) , we demonstrate that the combination of our high time-resolution and of the correct polarizations of pump and probe beams is crucial for revealing the emergence of coherent collective modes in the measured response. Indeed, by selecting a temporal trace around the probe photon energy of 2.00 eV and integrating it over a spectral range of 0.40 eV, we can clearly identify a complex oscillatory signal. This is best highlighted in the inset of Fig. 4(c) , where the residuals from a multiexponential fit of the temporal trace at 2.00 eV are reported. Given the absence of a clear periodicity of the observed modulations, we can associate the coherent response to the beating among several coherent bosonic modes. Fig. 4(d) shows the Fourier transform of the residuals reported in the inset of Fig. 4(c) . From the Fourier transform we can observe the presence of five peaks at 3.68 THz (I), 4.55 THz (II), 6.93 THz (III), 8.23 THz (IV), and 13 THz (V). The uncertainty on the frequency of such modes is $0.22 THz and results from the measured time window in the pump-probe data ($4.6 ps). Remarkably, all these modes have a clear counterpart in spontaneous Raman scattering measurements of the same compound, being totally-symmetric (A g ) phonon modes. 40 The emergence of these modes in different regions of our probed spectrum is the fingerprint of their different coupling with the high-energy excitations of the solid. Our technique provides access to the Raman matrix elements (i.e., the spectral evolution of the amplitudes) of these modes in a broad spectral range. This represents a strong advantage compared to conventional spontaneous Raman scattering, in which the same matrix elements can be obtained only by performing very demanding continuous wave experiments at many different laser frequencies. Remarkably, the comparison between the extracted Raman matrix elements and theoretical calculations opens the way to the estimate of the fine details of the electron-phonon coupling.
Preliminary quantitative results towards this goal have been achieved in a complementary experiment by reproducing the experimentally determined Raman matrix element at a phenomenological level of theory. 14 In this regard, we monitored the in-plane DR/R response of La 2 CuO 4þd (d ¼ 3 Â 10 À3 , T N ¼ 260 K) at 10 K after photoexcitation around 1.55 eV along the [001] crystallographic direction ( Fig. 5(a) ). The absorbed pump fluence was 6.7 mJ/cm 2 . A single coherent oscillation was found to emerge in the nonequilibrium response, as evident in the temporal traces of Fig. 5(b) . This collective mode was also observed upon phoexcitation along the [100] crystallographic directions and corresponds to the phonon II reported above. The Raman matrix elements extracted via Singular Value Decomposition are reported in Fig. 5(c) for in-plane (blue curve) and out-of-plane (pink curve) excitation. Our approach relied on fitting the data using a phenomenological model of the in-plane dielectric function (x). This was based on a theory in which the final state of the optical absorption process consists of electron and hole polarons coupled to each other by a short range potential. In this way, we retrieved the electron-phonon matrix elements as @E g /@z ¼ 6.4 eV Å À1 (describing the change of the chargetransfer gap with the ion motion) and @D/@z ¼ 4.6 eV À1 Å À1 (describing the change in density of states).
These results demonstrate that the combination of our experiment with suitable theoretical modelling allows evaluating the sensitivity of the electronic Hamiltonian parameters to specific lattice motions. The step further in our approach will involve the application of ab initio calculations for providing an accurate quantitative estimate of the electron-phonon coupling for the 5 lattice modes shown in Fig. 4(d) . The extension of this framework across the phase diagram of La 2Àx (Sr,Ba) x CuO 4 also paves the route to understand how the electron-phonon coupling is renormalized upon hole doping. More interestingly, the investigation of other Raman-active collective modes, such as the pair-breaking excitations, will allow unravelling new details about the mechanism at the heart of high-T C superconductivity.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have presented the performances of an experimental setup for ultrafast broadband optical spectroscopy covering the visible spectral range. At the lowest level, this technique can be used to develop realistic nonequilibrium models for the dielectric function of strongly correlated quantum systems. At the highest level, the combined time-resolution (45 fs) and wide detection window (1.75-2.85 eV) allow the study of coherent collective bosonic modes and of their impact on the high-energy scale of these materials. We showed the reliability of our setup by measuring a single crystal of La 2 CuO 4 and revealing the presence of coherent optical phonons with a frequency as high as 13 THz. Our technique opens exciting perspectives in the estimate of the electron-boson matrix elements for specific collective modes of interest over the whole phase diagram of correlated electron system. In this regard, this methodology represents a fundamental step prior to the application of more sophisticated structural probes like ultrafast x-ray and electron diffraction. 
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